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recently, Nike SB launched the new Nike SB, Stefan, Janoski, Premium grain. The wood texture for footwear design has been selling
Nike keen, following the previous Michael Lau Gardner in the 10th Anniversary Memorial Exhibition in the Michael Lau x Nike Limited
Edition SB Zoom Stefan Janoski, this also gives us a new wood characterized by Stefan Janoski Premium. With the deep coffee
color with the natural flavor of the color tone, the vamp with a finer grain full grain, with white and brown leather soled shoes, the overall
image is very simple and clear, really worthy of wood. So unique personality shoes, you also like it? 

many people know the chameleon, a reptile that can change its color according to its environment. If there is a sports shoes, you like
its style very much, but it does not appreciate its color, even if the shape is really attractive and bought it back, the heart will inevitably
have regrets. 
movement manufacturers to consider this issue, shortly before the SUPERSTAR 35th anniversary anniversary series, there is a very
special shoes: it uses white color design, collocation the crayons, so you can according to their own preferences, change the color
and pattern of shoes. 
however, this limited edition not everyone can have, to design a pair of beautiful shoes also need some art skills. But this color
changing series of shoes introduced by K-SWISS is different. It's just designed to move the side of the shoe to make it move, and it
feels different when it changes its color by pushing it up or down. What's more, no matter what color you wear, you can match it
perfectly. It's called "chameleon" in sneakers". 
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